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Abstract
In the metal additive manufacturing (AM) process of laser powder bed fusion (LPBF), there are a limited number of materi-
als suitable for producing parts with high density and desired mechanical properties. To establish novel materials, it is 
essential to determine optimized process parameters in order to overcome process-related challenges and mitigate defects 
such as lack of fusion, keyholing, and balling. Scaling laws based on thermophysical properties and process parameters can 
be used to transfer knowledge from other materials or LPBF systems. In this work, a scaling law is used to adjust process 
parameters for single-track experiments over a wide range, which are laser power PL (100–1000 W), scan speed vs (300–
2500 mm/s), and laser spot size ds (0.08–0.25 mm). Compared to existing studies, the parameter range is thus extended 
towards large laser spot sizes and high laser powers. The scaling law used is based on the calculation of the normalized 
enthalpy ΔH

h
s

 . The ratio of the deposited energy density Δ H and the melting enthalpy hs correlates with the dimensions of 
the melt pool. According to the aspect ratio �

c
 of the melt pool of each single track, the respective melting mode—conduc-

tion, transition, and keyhole mode—was identified. The process parameters of the single tracks in transition mode were used 
to optimize the density of the LPBF specimens with varying hatch distance hd (0.06–0.12 mm), resulting in specimens with 
a relative density of > 99.8%. The proposed methodology can accelerate the process parameter finding for new alloys and 
avoid process-related defects.

Keywords Laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) · Melting mode · Low-alloy steel · Additive manufacturing (AM) · Laser 
parameter optimization · Normalized enthalpy

1 Introduction

Laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) is an additive manufactur-
ing (AM) process that is particularly suitable for producing 
metallic components with high demands for mechanical 
properties and geometric complexity [1]. Steels, in particu-
lar, have great potential because of their good mechanical 
properties and reasonable price performance. So far, only 
a limited number of high-alloy steels have been established 
for the LPBF process, such as 316L, 17 4 PH, and 1.2709 
[2–4]. Therefore, it is essential to qualify additional materials 
for the LPBF process whose properties cover a wide range of 
applications and are reliable to process [5]. Boehler’s E185 

is a low-alloy steel that covers a wide range of mechanical 
properties and can be explicitly adjusted by heat treatment 
using hot isostatic pressing (HIP), quenching, or nitriding. 
In addition, it can be processed without substrate plate heat-
ing via LPBF and was developed specifically for AM [6, 7]. 
An advantage of LPBF production of E185, in addition to the 
freedom to design complex geometries, is the exceptionally 
high strength, hardness, and elongation in the as-built con-
dition due to the process-related fine microstructure. E185, 
with its comparatively low alloying element content, has the 
potential to be used in price-sensitive applications such as the 
automotive industry [8, 9]. The availability of optimized LPBF 
parameters supports the introduction of new materials into the 
associated industrial sectors. In this work, LPBF parameters 
are assigned to the resulting melting mode based on single-
track experiments without powder. Seede et al. have already 
shown that single-track experiments can be used to determine 
LPBF parameters and avoid defects that can be attributed to 
the melting modes that occur [10, 11]. The variation in the 
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parameters was previously based on the line energy density 
(LED) or volume energy density (VED) approach [12]. The 
melting mode can be determined from the cross-sections of 
the single tracks. Patel et al. [13] have determined the melt-
ing modes in LPBF based on the shape of the melt pool to 
heat conduction mode, transition mode, and keyhole mode. 
It has been shown that dimensionless numbers or normalized 
dimensions are valuable for estimating the effects of parameter 
variation in LPBF [13–15]. In addition, this can be an effec-
tive method for translating LPBF processing parameters from 
one material to another in order to mitigate process-related 
defects [5, 16].

In laser welding, the model of normalized enthalpy is uti-
lized to predict the threshold to keyhole mode with the calcu-
lation of the deposited energy density and the dependence on 
process parameters (laser power PL, scan speed vs, and laser 
spot diameter ds), physical material properties (absorptivity A, 
thermal diffusivityD , melting enthalpy hs, with hs = � ⋅ cp ⋅ Tm , 
the density �, the heat capacityc

p
 , melting temperature Tm [17, 

18]. In scaling laws for LPBF, material-specific models for 
the energy input and the melting modes are used based on the 
normalized enthalpy, which is the ratio of the deposited energy 
density Δ H and the melting enthalpy hs [19–21].

In this work, a systematic approach was used to investigate 
the melt pool shapes of single tracks of the low-alloy steel 
E185 for different process parameter combinations. Based on 
a scaling law using the normalized enthalpy ΔH

hs
 the process 

parameters laser power PL, scan speed vs, and laser spot diam-
eter ds were varied. The melt pool shapes of the single tracks 
were classified, and an optimized parameter window was 
specified. In addition to the scaling law, further optimization 
of parameters, including hatch distance hd with respect to den-
sity, is carried out by producing LPBF bulk samples. With 
these optimized parameters, LPBF specimens were produced 
for measuring the tensile strength, elongation, and hardness in 
both the as-built and heat-treated conditions.

The approach presented here is intended to provide a 
straightforward framework for quickly specifying LPBF pro-
cess parameters for new alloys. Thereby, the parameter range 
has been extended toward a larger laser spot size and higher 
laser power. With E185, low-alloyed martensitic steel has been 
chosen, which has only recently been introduced to the market 
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and has an interesting potential for a broad application in the 
LPBF field.

2  Materials and methods

2.1  Powder feedstock and its characterization

The material used is the gas-atomized powder E185 from 
Boehler (Voestalpine BOEHLER Edelstahl GmbH & Co 
KG, Austria). The chemical composition of the powder was 
determined by inductively coupled plasma optical emission 
spectrometry (ICP-OES) by the manufacturer Boehler and is 
listed in Table 1.

2.2  Single‑track experiments and melt track 
analysis

A customized AconityMIDI LPBF system (Aconity3D, Ger-
many) equipped with one 400 W and one 1000 W Nd-YAG 
laser from IPG (IPG Laser GmbH, Germany), both lasers 
with variable spot size ds, was used for the experiments. As 
process gas, argon was used, and the oxygen content in the 
build chamber was kept below 20 ppmv for all experiments. A 
solid cylindric part of E185, with Ø 80 × 10 mm, was produced 
with process parameters according to the literature [6]. This 
part was machine-ground and used as a substrate plate for the 
single-track experiments (Fig. 1).

For the single-track experiments, the following process 
parameters were varied: laser power PL, laser scan speed vs, 
and laser spot diameter ds. A total of 120 single tracks were 
produced within the process parameter range, as shown in 
Table 2. The tracks were lasered into the substrate plate with-
out using powder, each along a line with a scan vector length 
of 10 mm. The 120 tracks were produced twice to ensure 
reproducibility, as shown in Fig. 1. Tracks 1 to 30 were pro-
duced with increasing laser power PL from 100 to 390 W, track 
numbers 31 to 60 with increasing scan speed vs from 300 to 
1750 mm/s, and track numbers 61 to 90 with increasing laser 
spot diameter ds from 0.08 to 0.25 mm, while the other param-
eters were kept constant in each case. A narrow range of the 
normalized enthalpy according to Eq. (1) was used to select 
process parameters for tracks 91 to 120.

D, �, c
p
 , and Tm are material parameters that were kept con-

stant in this investigation. A was also approximated as constant 
with 0.4 in the chosen parameter range of the single-track 
experiments, with reference to King et al., as the investigation 
did not comprise deep keyholing. For the calculation of the 

Table 1  Chemical composition E185 according to voestalpine BOEHLER Edelstahl GmbH & Co KG, Austria

Element Fe C Ni Cr Mn Si Mo V

wt.-% bal 0.19 1.25 0.95 0.30 0.22 0.20 0.15
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normalized enthalpy, D = 5.38 × 10
−6
(

m
2

s

)

, � = 7893

(

kg

m3

)

,c
p
= 461

(

J

kgK

)

 , and Tm = 1773(K) were used [22]. Equa-
tion (2) splits the normalized enthalpy given in Eq. (1) into a 
material-dependent part kept constant and a part with machine 
parameters.

It should be noted that the latent enthalpy ΔHm is not 
included in Eq. (2) for this low alloy steel and may need to 
be considered for other materials in the LPBF in addition to 
the melt enthalpy h

s
= � ⋅

(

cp ⋅ Tm + ΔH
m

)

[16, 23].
The solid cylindrical part with the single tracks was 

separated from the build plate by wire erosion and cut 
into smaller specimens orthogonal to the single tracks to 
investigate the cross-sections. The embedded specimens 
were ground with 80- to 2400-grit sandpaper according to 
standard metallographic procedures and then polished with 
a 3- or 1-µm diamond suspension (Struers, Germany). For 
light optical microscopy (LOM) and the measurement of 
the width and height of the melt tracks and the examination 
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of the polished cross-sections, an optical focus variation 
microscope (FVM), InfiniteFocusG4 from Alicona (Bruker 
Alicona, Alicona Imaging GmbH, Austria), was used at × 50 
and × 100 magnification. Etching was done with Nital (4% 
alcoholic nitric acid, 20 s, dip etching). The scanning elec-
tron microscope (SEM) used to make the micrographs was 
an FEI Quanta 200F FEG-SEM. A Vickers hardness test 
(HV1) of the cross-section of the single tracks and the sub-
strate plate was performed using the microhardness tester 
device HMV-G from Shimadzu (Shimadzu, Japan).

Figure 2a shows a schematic representation of a cross-
section of a single track as seen in the LOM micrograph. 
During process-related rapid cooling, the austenitic phase 
was transformed into martensite. This fact must be consid-
ered when measuring the cross-section of a single track. The 
actual dimension of the melt pool differs from the zone that 
appears bright in the etched LOM image (Fig. 2b), as every-
thing that appears bright is untempered martensite, while the 
darker areas are tempered martensite. The untempered mar-
tensite includes the melt pool area and the part of the heat-
affected zone (HAZ) where the temperature has exceeded 
the austenitizing temperature and can thus be retransformed 
to untempered martensite. The actual melt pool boundary 

Fig. 1  a Schematic illustration of the experimental setup of the single-track experiments b Arrangement of the single tracks on the E185 LPBF 
substrate plate. The tracks were duplicated to ensure reproducibility

Table 2  Range of process 
parameters PL, vs, and ds, and of 
the resulting normalized 
enthalpy ΔH

h
s

 used for the 
single-track experiments

The boldfaced entries are the range of varied parameters

Single-track numbers Laser power PL (W) Scan speed vs (mm/s) Laser spot  
diameter ds (mm)

Normalized 
enthalpy ΔH

h
s

1–30 100–390 600 0.08 7.7–30
31–60 210 300–1750 0.08 9.5–22.9
61–90 250 800 0.08–0.25 3.0–20
91–120 450–1000 1500–2500 0.110–0.185 11.5–15.1
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has a smaller extension and is offset radially inward, as 
shown in the red dashed lines in Fig. 2a and b. Figure 2c 
shows an SEM backscatter electron (BSE) image of the same 
single track as in Fig. 2b, where the melt pool boundary can 
be seen. For this reason, the dimensions e and dm are cor-
rected, and a corrected aspect ratio �c =

ec

dc
 can be obtained, 

which is used for further evaluation. The actual width of the 
melt track dc can be measured with the FVM from the sur-
face due to the elevation of the melt track from the substrate 
plate. The difference from the dm measured in the cross-
section was used to obtain the correction value 
yc
(

dc = dm − 2 ⋅ yc
)

 . It is assumed that the HAZ is radially 
symmetric and that the lateral extent is the same as in the Z 
direction: yc = zc . The depth of the single tracks e measured 
with the LOM in the cross-section was corrected by zc 
( ec = e − zc , see Fig. 2a).

Figure 3 shows the LOM micrograph of the etched and 
polished single-track cross-sections. Inconsistent morpholo-
gies are evident, and the classification of the tracks is based 
on the ratio of depth to width of the melt pool [13]. Figure 3a 
shows the heat conduction mode with a 𝛿

c
< 0.5 . Single 

tracks with an aspect ratio of 0.5 < 𝛿
c
< 0.8 are classified as 

transition mode (Fig. 3b). An aspect ratio �
c
= 0.8 or higher 

is referred to as keyhole mode, as shown in Fig. 3c. Some of 

the single tracks exhibited discontinuities in the melt pool 
and bulges or undercutting (see Fig. 3d) in the cross-section 
and were classified as balling defects in accordance with 
previous work [11, 13, 24].

2.3  LPBF study and characterization

The production of LPBF specimens was conducted with the 
AconityMIDI. The suitable process parameter ranges for the 
LPBF study were derived from the results of the single-
track studies. A comparison of the parameter range of the 
single-track experiments and the selected narrower param-
eter ranges used for the LPBF study is given in Table 3. For 
the LPBF study, the same process atmosphere conditions 
as that of the single-track experiments were used, apply-
ing argon as a process gas and keeping the oxygen content 
below 20 ppmv. The tensile and cubic density specimens 
were produced with a nominal layer thickness tl of 0.03 mm, 
and the hatch pattern was rotated 67° for each layer. A stripe 
strategy with scan vectors in a meandering sequence (zig-
zag) with vector lengths of 5 mm was used, and the hatch 
distance hd varied between 0.06 and 0.12 mm. All specimens 
were separated from the substrate plate by wire erosion cut-
ting. A relative density measurement was performed on all 

Fig. 2  Measurement of the 
cross-section of the single 
tracks. a Schematic representa-
tion of the zones and dimen-
sions of the untempered mar-
tensite within the austenitization 
boundary, and the melt pool 
within the melt pool bound-
ary, as well as the dimensions 
depth e and diameter dm with 
the respective corrected values 
dc and ec. b LOM micrograph 
with the melt pool boundary 
outlined in red. c The same 
single track as in b in SEM BSE 
mode, revealing the melt pool 
boundary
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cube-shaped samples (10 × 10 × 10 mm) using Archimedes’ 
principle. At least three specimens were prepared for the 
density measurement and tensile tests. Six tensile speci-
mens were heat treated after LPBF production according to 
the manufacturer’s datasheet, consisting of austenitizing at 
850 °C for 30 min, quenching in water, tempering at 200 °C 
for 2 h, and cooling in air.

Ambient temperature tensile tests were performed using 
the universal testing machine SHIMADZU AGS-50kNX 
(Shimadzu, Japan) and polished as-built flat tensile speci-
mens according to DIN 50,125–E 4 × 8 × 65 mm. The load 
was applied perpendicular to the direction in which the spec-
imens were built. A Vickers hardness test (HV1) was per-
formed according to DIN ISO 6507 using the microhardness 
tester device HMV-G from Shimadzu (Shimadzu, Japan). 
Three hardness values were averaged for each case.

3  Results

3.1  Powder feedstock properties

Table 4 lists the D10, D50, and D90 values and the bulk den-
sity, tap density, Hausner ratio, and flowability. Figure 4 
shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the 
as-delivered E185 powder. Figure 4a is an SEM micrograph 
in secondary electron (SE) mode showing the powder with 
different-sized, mostly spherical, powder particles. However, 
a small fraction of deformed particles and some attached 
satellites exist. Figure 4b shows a particle in a detailed view 
with attached satellites in a high-resolution image. An SEM 
image of a polished cross-section was taken in backscat-
tered electron (BSE) mode (Fig. 4c) to reveal the inside 
of the powder particles. Figure 4d shows the magnified 

Fig. 3  LOM micrographs of the etched cross-sections of the single 
tracks. Based on the corrected ratio of the melt pool �

c
=

e
c

d
c

 the melt 
tracks are classified into: a heat conduction mode with a 𝛿

c
< 0.5 , b 

transition mode 0.5 ≤ 𝛿
c
< 0.8 , and c keyhole mode with 0.8 ≤ �

c
 . d 

Single tracks in which undercuts or balling occur

Table 3  Process parameters varied in single-track experiments and the LPBF study

Laser power PL (W) Scan speed vs (mm/s) Laser spot 
diameter ds 
(mm)

Hatch 
distance hd 
(mm)

Scan strategy Scan vector 
length (mm)

Layer 
thickness tl 
(mm)

ΔH

h
s

Single-track 
experi-
ments

100–1000 300–2500 0.08–0.25 - Lines 10 - 3.0–30.0

LPBF study 130–260 500–1100 0.08 0.06–0.12 Stripes 5 0.03 9.3–14.8
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cross-section of a representative particle without internal 
porosity.

3.2  Melting modes

Figure 5 shows the corrected aspect ratio �c =
ec

dc
 of the cross-

sections of the single tracks in dependence on the normalized 
enthalpy ΔH

hs
 . The parameter combinations that result in single 

tracks with a δc < 0.5 were assigned to the conduction mode and 
marked in yellow in Fig. 3a and with yellow triangles in the 
diagram in Fig. 5. Single tracks in the transition mode (0.5 ≤ 
�c  < 0.8) were marked in green (Fig. 3b) and with green squares 
(Fig. 5). Single tracks with δc of 0.8 or higher were assigned to 
the keyhole mode and marked red in Figs. 3c and 5, respectively. 
Figure 5 reveals a linear relationship between �c and the normal-
ized enthalpy ΔH

hs
 . Confirming linearity, linear regression yielded 

a coefficient of determination of R2 = 96.47%. From the residu-
als—the deviation of the estimated aspect ratio from the linear 

relationship—an analysis of variance was performed, which 
showed that there were no significant differences between the 
groups with a test statistic (F) of 1.055 and the associated P 
value of 0.353. The within-group variance was 0.002 in the con-
duction mode, 0.001 in the transition mode, and 0.066 in the 
keyhole mode.

Figure 6 shows an overview of the process parameter com-
binations of the single-track experiments in different views 
with the corresponding classification based on the melt-
ing mode (C yellow triangles, T green squares, and K red 
checks). Single tracks with the features of balling, as indicated 
in Sect. 2.2, are given with blue circles. Figure 6a shows the 
typical plot with laser power PL versus scan speed vs. All 
scan speeds with vs > 1200 mm/s lead to balling. The same 
process parameter combinations can also be seen in Fig. 6b, 
where laser power PL is plotted versus laser spot diameter ds. 
Diameters larger than 0.1 mm lead to single tracks in conduc-
tion mode or balling. The laser spot diameter ds versus scan 
speed vs diagram in Fig. 6c shows the conduction mode for 

Table 4  The results of powder characterization of the as-delivered E185 powder: the characteristic diameters of the particle size distribution 
(PSD) and the measurement of bulk density, tap density, and flowability

D10 (µm) D50 (µm) D90 (µm) Bulk density (kg/m3) Tap density (kg/m3) Hausner ratio Flowability (g/s)

E185 18.9 ± 0.2 30.6 ± 0.4 49.9 ± 0.5 4.17 ± 30 4.68 ± 340 1.12 18.02 ± 2.51

Fig. 4  SEM images of the E185 
powder. a Powder particles in 
secondary electron (SE) mode, 
predominantly spherical and in 
size according to the measured 
PSD (Table 3). b Spherical 
particle in SE mode, revealing 
solidification structures and 
attached satellites at the particle 
surface. c Polished powder 
section in SE mode, where no 
internal porosity is visible in 
the powder particles. d Polished 
particle in BSE mode without 
visible inner porosity
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ds ≥ 0.1 mm for 800 mm/s. Figure 6d shows for a laser power 
of 210 W, the change from the conduction mode to transition 
mode to keyhole mode with increasing normalized enthalpy. 
The corresponding LOM image for each process parameter 
combination can be found in the supplementary data. All 
parameter combinations resulting in transition mode are given 
in Fig. 7 in the typical plot with laser power versus scan speed.

3.3  LPBF process parameters and density

Table 5 shows the process parameters used for the hatch study. 
As a result of the single-track experiments, process parameter 
combinations in the transition mode with values of normalized 
enthalpy ΔH

hs
 between 9 and 15 were applied. Figure 8 shows the 

color-coded relative density of the cubic specimens in the chart 

Fig. 5  The corrected aspect 
ratio δ

c
 over normalized 

enthalpy ΔH
h
s

 with the threshold 
between conduction and 
transition mode at �

c
 = 0.5 and 

the threshold to keyhole mode 
at �

c
 = 0.8

Fig. 6  Overview of the parameter combinations of laser power PL, 
scan speed vs and laser spot diameter ds from the single-track experi-
ments with the associated melting mode classification in different 

plots. a Laser power PL plotted over scan speed  vs, b laser power PL 
plotted over laser spot diameter ds,  c laser spot diameter ds over scan 
speed  vs, and d laser power  PL over normalized enthalpy ΔH

h
s
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of hatch distance hd versus normalized enthalpy ΔH
hs

 . The highest 
density, 99.8%, was achieved with a hatch distance of 0.1 mm at 
a normalized enthalpy of 11.9. Table 5 shows the optimized 
LPBF parameters that were used for the production of the tensile 
specimens.

3.4  Mechanical properties and microstructure

Table 6 sums up the mechanical properties of ultimate tensile 
strength UTS (MPa), elongation at fracture (%), and hardness 
(HV1) of the tensile specimens produced via LPBF determined 
in the as-built condition and in the heat-treated condition. 
Results of the micro-hardness measurements of the polished 
cross-sections of the single-track experiments of both the untem-
pered martensite and the tempered martensite are listed. Areas 
of untempered martensite in a single-track number 29 in keyhole 
mode are shown in SEM in Fig. 9a and in LOM in Fig. 9b. 
The two areas of the untempered martensite and the tempered 
martensite separated by the austenitization boundary in LOM 
at higher magnification are shown in Fig. 9c.

4  Discussion

The low-alloy steel powder E185 of Boehler shows few 
satellites, no inner porosity, and a spherical particle shape 
(Fig. 4b and d). The powder exhibits a PSD in the typical 

LPBF size range, high flowability, high bulk, and high tap 
density, and is suitable for processing via LPBF (Table 4).

For a reliable LPBF process and to achieve high densities 
(Fig. 8), it is essential to avoid keyhole pores, lack of fusion 
pores, and spatter. Figure 10a shows that when the laser 
beam irradiates the melt pool, evaporation occurs, causing 
a recoil pressure. The recoil pressure leads to the depres-
sion of the melt pool and is responsible for the formation 
of keyholes, as shown in Fig. 9a [25]. In combination with 
the evaporation flux and the local pressure change, induced 
gas convection of the process gas due to the Bernoulli effect 
leads to powder deposition, denudation, and cold spatters 
[26, 27]. In contrast, hot spatters are associated with high 
melt pool dynamics as they occur at high laser powers and 
may consist of melt droplets ejected with the vapor [28]. 
The driving force for melt pool formation is Marangoni con-
vection, which is a mass flow in the opposite direction of 
the high thermal gradient in the liquid melt [29]. Gas pores 
in the melt pool are entrained by Marangoni convection, 
overcoming buoyancy and forcing pores downward from 
the surface just before solidification [30]. Keyhole pores 
(Fig. 10b III) form when the keyhole collapses or is closed 
by surface tension, often at the end of a melt track or scan 
vector [31, 32].

To date, there have been only a few approaches to the 
determination of process parameters on the basis of normal-
ized enthalpy or melting mode. Table 7 provides a compre-
hensive comparison of these studies. The present study is the 

Fig. 7  shows the parameter 
combinations laser power PL 
over scan speed vs. that led to 
single tracks in transition mode. 
Selected parameters from this 
region were used to perform 
the LPBF studies with varying 
hatch distance hd

Table 5  The parameter range for the LPBF hatch study, density measurements, and the selected parameters

Laser power PL (W) Scan speed vs (mm/s) Laser spot  
diameter ds (mm)

Hatch distance 
hd (mm)

Layer thickness 
tl (mm)

ΔH

h
s

Hatch study 130–260 500–1100 0.08 0.06–0.12 0.03 9.3–14.8
Optimized parameters 210 900 0.08 0.1 0.03 11.9
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first to establish this approach for steels, covering a wider 
range of parameters than the other studies.

Based on scaling laws for additive manufacturing accord-
ing to Rubenchik et al. [19], melt pool dimensions can be 
correlated to normalized enthalpy. The work presented 
shows that normalized enthalpy can be used to effectively 
determine LPBF process parameters for novel materials 
and thus avoid process-related defects. Single tracks with 
varying process parameter combinations were categorized 
with respect to their melting modes based on the melt pool 
geometry. According to the welding literature [17, 18, 33], 
the keyhole and conduction modes are distinguished. Tracks 
showing features of balling are classified as balling defects, 
according to [11, 21]. Balling defects can be combined with 
a lack of fusion defects caused by a melt pool depth or width 
that is too small, as described in [11, 24]. Melt pools in 
conduction mode have consistent geometry with low melt 
dynamics and no spatter but low absorptivity and low pen-
etration depth. The advantages of melting in the keyhole 
mode are a high absorptivity rate and high penetration depth, 
but with the drawbacks of high melt pool dynamics, spat-
ter, evaporation, and resulting keyhole pores [22]. In addi-
tion to the conduction and keyhole modes, Patel et al. [13] 
found a regime in between conduction and keyhole mode 
for LPBF called the transition mode, with 0.5 ≤ 𝛿c < 0.8 . 

The transition mode occurs when the melt pool depths allow 
multiple reflections, which leads to a higher but fluctuat-
ing laser absorptivity [5]. The transition mode is considered 
desirable in LPBF because the positive effects of conduction 
and keyhole modes, namely sufficiently consistent melt pool 
geometry and sufficient penetration depth, can be combined 
[5]. The fourth category is balling. As previously reported, 
balling including undercuts (Fig. 3d) can lead to lack of 
fusion defects [11, 34].

To determine the melt pool dimensions, the solidification 
and thermal history of the single tracks should be consid-
ered. During rapid solidification of the single tracks, γ-aus-
tenite transforms to martensite, as proven by the high hard-
ness of 538 HV1 (Table 6). The martensitic structure can be 
seen in LOM and SEM (Figs. 2 and 9c). Re-austenitization 
occurs when the material is reheated exceeding the austeni-
tization temperature, leading to a second solid-phase trans-
formation from austenite to martensite. This transformation 
takes place in the HAZ adjacent to the melt pool. Martensite 
undergoes a tempering procedure in the area of the HAZ 
below the austenitization temperature. During tempering, 
cementite precipitates, which leads to a dark appearance in 
the LOM micrograph when etched in Nital (Fig. 9b), while 
the untempered martensite appears light [35]. The boundary 
between HAZ and the melt pool area can be detected only 
in the BSE mode, as precipitates of elements with lower 
atomic numbers, such as C and O, are enriched at the melt 
pool boundary (Fig. 9a). Thus, the depth of the melt pool ec 
can be measured via SEM using BSE. The width of the melt 
pool dc can be measured using an FVM based on differing 
morphologies and elevations, respectively.

Based on ec and dc, the aspect ratio �c can be calculated 
and the melting mode determined according to the speci-
fication in Sect. 2.2. The absorptivity A strongly depends 
on the melding mode and increases from conduction to 
transition to keyhole mode. In conduction mode, A mainly 
depends on the material-specific absorptivity measured on 
flat specimens. In transition mode, melt pool depression 
starts to form due to the increasing recoil pressure caused 
by evaporating material, resulting in multiple reflections 
of the laser and, thus, an increase in absorptivity [5], as 
shown in Fig. 10a. In keyhole mode, a constant absorp-
tivity is established, and the laser beam is trapped inside 
the deep vaporized regions of the melt pool. Trapp et al. 

Fig. 8  Relative Archimedean density of cubic LPBF specimens color-
coded in the plot of the hatch distance  hd over normalized enthalpy 
ΔH

h
s

 using process parameters from the transition region of the single-
track experiments

Table 6  The mechanical 
properties of the LPBF 
specimens, tensile strength 
and hardness of the as-built 
and heat-treated specimens, 
and hardness of specimens 
obtained from the single-track 
experiments

Ultimate tensile 
strength UTS (MPa)

Elongation at 
fracture (%)

Hardness (HV1)

LPBF as-built 1143 ± 71 12.91 ± 1.12 373 ± 41
LPBF heat-treated 1222 ± 85 11.10 ± 0.91 394 ± 54
single-track untempered martensite 538 ± 6
Single-track tempered martensite 402 ± 9
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measured an absorptivity A for SS 316L of approximately 
0.3 in conduction mode to almost 0.8 in keyhole mode [36]. 
According to them, for aspect ratios, as determined in the 
present work, the respective A amounts to about 0.3 to 0.6. 
Patel et al. assumed constant absorptivity values for each 
melting mode for steel and a beam spot radius of > 47 µm, 
with 0.31 for conduction mode, 0.555 for transition mode, 
and 0.8 for keyhole mode [5]. King et al. used a constant 
absorptivity A of 0.4 to plot the aspect ratio versus the 
normalized enthalpy. They reported a linear relation in con-
duction mode and a significant increase in the trend line 
slope when reaching the keyhole threshold [22]. Figure 5 
shows a linear relation of the aspect ratio and normalized 
enthalpy when assuming a constant absorptivity A of 0.4 in 
transition mode. The chart reveals a progressive trend in the 
keyhole mode, i.e., the values scatter and deviates from this 

linearity. In conduction mode, a slightly regressive trend 
can be observed. The trend changes indicate that the actual 
absorptivity A for the conduction and keyhole modes devi-
ates slightly from 0.4. In conduction mode, absorptivity A 
may be slightly lower than 0.4, and in keyhole mode, it may 
be slightly higher. The model with a constant absorptivity 
A of 0.4 is considered to be sufficiently precisive in the 
range of the experiments of this work since the analysis of 
variance showed no significant difference in the residuals 
from the linearity for each melting mode. Figure 5 identi-
fies a normalized enthalpy in the range from 12 to 20 for 
melt tracks in transition mode. Figure 6d shows conduc-
tion mode, or balling, for all single tracks below a normal-
ized enthalpy of 12 and keyhole mode above a normalized 
enthalpy of 20. In addition to the normalized enthalpy, fur-
ther boundary conditions must be considered. Figure 6a 

Fig. 9  a SEM micrograph of the single-track number 29 in keyhole 
mode. b LOM micrograph of the same single-track number, with red 
line indicating the melt pool boundary and a yellow line indicating 
the austenitization boundary. The black dashed rectangle indicates the 

area magnified in c. c The left side of the LOM micrograph repre-
sents darker tempered martensite, the brighter untempered martensite 
is on the right side, and the transition between the areas is the austeni-
tization boundary
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and c reveal that all single tracks with vs of 1200 mm/s or 
more show balling. Balling at high scan speeds caused by 
Plateau–Rayleigh instability is a well-known phenomenon 
in LPBF [37]. Leaving the balling defects out of consid-
eration, all single tracks made with laser spot diameters 
ds > 0.1 mm and with a normalized enthalpy below 12 show 
conduction mode. When the tracks in conduction mode 
have too little depth e compared to layer thickness tl or 
width dm compared to hatch distance  hd, there is a lack of 
fusion defects [24], as shown in Fig. 10b I. To estimate 

the lack of fusion defects, the following criteria have to be 
fulfilled [11, 34]:

• The melt pool depth must reach at least the layer thick-
ness (e ≥ tl ) (Fig. 10b II)

• The hatch distance must not exceed h
d
 ≤ d

m
⋅

√

1 −
t
l

t
l
+e

A lack of fusion leads to a significantly lower density. 
Archimedes’ density measurement can be used to measure 
the relative density of the LPBF component and thus check 

Fig. 10  Schematic illustration 
of the LPBF process. a Laser 
beam, powder bed, and the melt 
pool, including the main physi-
cal mechanisms and effects. b 
Cross-section of an LBPF part 
built under different process 
regimes. I: Lack of fusion, 
where the depth and width of 
the melt pool are insufficient 
and unmelted powder remains. 
II: Desired conditions as in 
transition mode. III: Keyhole 
mode, deep melt tracks with 
keyhole pores

Table 7  Comparison with other recent studies that have used the normalized enthalpy in the LPBF for the determination of the process parameters

Year Materials Laser power (W) Scan speed (mm/s) Laser spot size (mm) Type of study

Present study 2023 E185 low-alloy steel 100–1000 300–2500 0.080–0.250 Experimental, calculation
Kosiba et al. [23] 2023 Zr-based alloy 90–120 700–1100 0.050 Experimental, calculation
Weaver et al. [21] 2022 Inconel 625 122–195 200–1200 0.050–0.322 Experimental, calculation
Patel et al. [13] 2022 Ti64, 316L, Inconel 625 

AlSi10Mg
150–400 500–1363 0.070–0.200 Experimental, calculation

Tabasi et al. [16] 2020 316L, bronze, red-gold 155–500 200–490 0.065; 0.085 Experimental, simulation
Ye et al. [20] 2019 Ti64, 316L, Inconel 625 25–300 500–1500 0.050–0.100 Experimental, simulation
Rubenchik et al. [19] 2018 Ti64, 316L, Inconel 625 100–500 0–5000 0.040; 0.080 Simulation, calculation
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the entire volume for defects. As the normalized enthalpy ΔH
hs

 
increases, the melt pool size also increases at a constant laser 
spot size [21]. For a larger melt pool, the hatch distance  hd 
can be increased according to the hatch criteria [11]. With a 
 hd of 100 mm and a normalized enthalpy of 11.9, the highest 
relative density of 99.8% was achieved in this study (Fig. 8). 
In the single-track experiments, a normalized enthalpy of 
11.9 lies with an aspect ratio of 0.5 on the border between 
conduction mode and transition mode (Fig. 5). This resulted 
in the optimized process parameters used for the production 
of the tensile specimens (Table 6).

The scaling law (Eq. 2) allows estimation of the dimen-
sions of the melt pool and avoidance of balling defects 
when considering the boundary condition for scan speed. 
The systematic approach in this work can be used to nar-
row down the initial selection of LPBF process parameter 
combinations for novel alloys to reduce the need for highly 
iterative experiments. In addition, this work can be used to 
understand the physical origin of defects based on LPBF 
processing parameters, such as laser power, scan speed, laser 
spot diameter, and hatch distance. Melt defects, such as lack 
of fusion defects due to low energy input and spatters or 
extensive evaporation due to too high energy input, can be 
avoided to a high extent.

5  Conclusions and outlook

This study covers the systematic approach to optimizing 
LPBF parameters demonstrated with the low-alloy steel 
E185. Based on the results, the following conclusions were 
drawn:

• The achieved mechanical properties of the 99.8% dense 
specimens using a laser power PL = 210 W, a scan speed 
vs = 900 mm/s, a laser spot diameter ds = 0.08 mm, a hatch 
distance hd = 0.1 mm, a layer thickness tl = 0.03 mm, and 
a scan vector length of 5 mm are the following:

o As-built: Tensile strength of 1143 ± 71 MPa, elonga-
tion of 12.9 ± 1.1%, and hardness of 373 ± 41 HV1

p Heat-treated: Tensile strength of 1233 ± 86 MPa, elon-
gation of 11.1 ± 0.9%, and hardness of 596 ± 14 HV1

• A systematic approach is used to enable the production 
of defect-free parts for new AM alloys. The proposed 
framework integrates the normalized enthalpy to deter-
mine regions of processing parameters corresponding to 
different melting modes (conduction, transition, keyhole, 

and balling). The main benefit of this approach lies in 
its ability to determine process windows in an acceler-
ated fashion, eliminating the need for costly and time-
consuming comprehensive parameter studies.

• The low-alloy steel E185 was processed via LPBF crack-
free with a normalized enthalpy of ΔH

hs
= 11.9 , which is 

in the transition mode region close to the conduction 
mode.

• Fabricating fully dense as-built specimens is only an ini-
tial step toward further objectives for the proposed meth-
odology, such as tailoring the solidification microstruc-
ture, which is also dependent on the melt pool geometry 
[38, 39].

• The methodology proposed in this work has the poten-
tial to systematize the optimization of LPBF process-
ing parameters for new alloys and to identify and avoid 
process-related defects to improve process stability and 
reliability.

• The applied approach reaches its limits when defects are 
caused by material-induced defects such as hot cracking 
or gas pores.

• The melt pool shape can be used not only to define opti-
mized LPBF parameters but also in conjunction with 
computational materials engineering methods for micro-
structure simulation, which will be the aim of future 
work.
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